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By Lily Small

Egmont UK Ltd, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 177 x 120 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Enter an enchanted world of animal friends! Perfect for fans of Holly
Webb, Rainbow Magic, Secret Kingdom and Magic Kitten. Each cute animal has its own pair of
pretty fairy wings, and a special job to do in Misty Wood to make it a wonderful place to live. Each
book contains a story and fun activities. Daisy the Dream Deer loves flying around in the moonlight,
whispering happy dreams into the ears of the sleeping fairy animals. But then she comes across a
little hedgehog who is too scared to sleep! Can Daisy persuade him that there s nothing to be afraid
of in Misty Wood? Enter an enchanted world of animal friends! Perfect for fans of Holly Webb,
Rainbow Magic, Secret Kingdom and Magic Kitten. Each cute animal has its own pair of pretty fairy
wings, and a special job to do in Misty Wood to make it a wonderful place to live. Chloe the Kitten s
wings sparkle as she flutters through Misty Wood decorating the cobwebs with shining dewdrops.
Along the way, she meets a little mouse...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of publication is every thing and got me to seeking in advance plus more. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I
am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Sonya Koss-- Sonya Koss

It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the publication. I am delighted to inform
you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mrs. Yasmine Crona-- Mrs. Yasmine Crona
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